Barriers to health care access as a form of denial
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1. Problems with quality of care
19 participants

“Can you describe your
experiences in health care
in Prince George?”
•

Problems with quality of
care

•

Wait times and wait lists

•

Rules and restrictions

Delays in diagnosis; denial of medication;
delays in seeing a medical professional; lack of
treatment; or serious neglect.

“[My daughter] had, like a care aid guy?
He was the same age as me, and he was
having chest pains, and he went in and
they sent him home, saying that, like,
okay, come back in a couple of days or
whatever. He died on his couch that night,
because he had one of the vessels to his
heart rupture. And they sent him home.”

2. Wait times and wait lists

3. Rules and restrictions

18 participants

16 participants

Extended waits for immediate needs; waits
for appointments; waits to be matched with
a health care provider; wait lists for
specialized services.

Restricted appointment length; rules
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“You’re going to the detox, and
[you’re told], ‘no. There’s a waiting
period’... If the person really needs
your help, you should be able to bring
them in, right that day.... they take this
person in they might save his life. You
know what I mean? They could be
dead tonight or tomorrow.”

Some of these are common
complaints in Canada, but are
interpreted by participants as
a form of turning them away
or denying them care.
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Need for cultural safety and ethical space
Cultural Safety

Substandard care can make people

“The aim with cultural
safety is to build a
relationship that is
respectful and reciprocal,

not want to go back, and make people

acknowledges differences
and creates a safe way to
interact.” (First Nations
Health Authority)

people experience longer wait times

afraid to access health care services.
Some research shows that Indigenous
than other Canadian populations.
Rules and restrictions on care reflect
colonial norms and violate clients’

Ethical Space
Space that is created when
individuals who approach
the world from differing
perspectives meet. Ethical
space is a kind of neutral
zone in which it is possible
for different world views to
be explored in a respectful
way.

expectations of respect.
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